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Diseases of civilisation result from complex exposures to many

different agents and factors

Prevention should be knowledge-based, not only evidence-based
Classical epidemiology is not sensitive enough to identify most of the agents:

Long latency period ( in cancer: age at diagnosis plus 9 months)

Insufficient precision of exposure assessment

Negative confounding (Swedish teachers had, after correction for smoking, 

RR=0,48 compared to general population)

Difficulties in assessing interactions and disentangling causal factors

Mechanistic information and molecular epidemiology: the cornerstone leading to

an effective prevention based on physical chemical hygiene in 

combination more fruit and vegetables, avoiding overnutrition and 

more physical activity.

in vitro assays will probably assume a leading role in testing for chemical hazards 

in the 21st century. 
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Antimicrobial hygiene(end 19th, begin 20 th):

decrease in incidence , morbidity and mortality of infectious

diseases, long before:

precise identification of microoarganisms

antibiotics

vaccination.

Implementing physical chemical environmental hygiene to protect

against adverse effects of exogenous substances (in particular

mutagenic substances and substances binding to receptors that

affect gene expression) is a necessary condition for the prevention 

diseases of civilization
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Life expectancy diminished by reduced detoxification of exogenous

substances
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Science and technology can contribute to 

physical chemical environmental hygiene

Return to the stone Age is not the solution

Regulation can lead to a decrease in internal exposure as observed

in the Flemish biomonitoring(dioxins, PCBs, some phthalates and

perfluoro compounds, DDT, lead, cadmium).

Hydrogen technology

Green chemistry safer substances thanks to Omics

technologies and premarketing identification of toxic properties
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Physical-chemical Environmental Hygiene confronted to 

“Voorzorg met Rede”(Dutch health council)

Physical chemical hygiene is a concept that rests on a clear scientific, 

largely mechanistic, basis for which there is overwhelming evidence and 

it applies only to certain types of agents.

The implementation of physical-chemical hygiene is likely to stimulate 

innovation, in particular in the field of "green chemistry“.

It can lead to the prohibition of a product or technology when no 

significant benefits are present or when less hazardous alternatives exist.

When a product carries significant benefits : implementation of fys. 

Chem. Hyg should lead to the starting up of risk governance, in which 

risks and benefits are balanced, taking risk migration into account and 

allowing reassessment of measures
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